


Changing The MedicAir® Filter Cartridge 

A 
Prepare for the changing the 

G)
Turn off the power on the unit and 

0 
Connect the wire from the base 

filter cartridge by wearing gloves. disconnect from the power supply. of the new filter cartridge to 
the unit via the wire connector 

A 
UV radiation can be harmful to the 

® 
Gently lie the unit down on the and tuck this wire in the gap eyes and skin. Do not operate UVC- ground taking care to not handle between the inside of the unit emitter outside the appliance. the unit by the top vent. and the outside of the new filter. 

A 
Always turn off the power by 

G) 
Carefully twist the lid off the 

® 
Carefully replace the lid disconnecting the plug from bottom of the unit (by twisting anti- (twisting clockwise). the socket before carrying clockwise) and lift the lid off. 

out maintenance, cleaning or 

® 
Stand your MedicAir® back up 

changing the fan position. 
@ 

Disconnect the wire that connects so the LED touchscreen on top 
the filter cartridge and the faces the ceiling. 

A 
Make sure the air purifier is MedicAir® unit by unclipping at the 
stopped before cleaning. Do not connector (this is tucked down the 

® 
Reconnect the power supply 

attempt to clean the HEPA/Carbon side of the unit between the inside and power on the machine. 
filters with a grinding sponge, of the unit and outside of the filter). 

Press and hold the sleep button scouring pad or hard brush. 
® 

® 
Slide the old filter out of the unit for three seconds to recalibrate 

A Do not flush or drench the air filter. and dispose of it by putting it in the the unit with the new filters. 
waste bin. 

Your device is now ready to use A 
When not in use, please store in 

@ a dry place with good ventilation. 
@ 

Slide in the new filter cartridge into as normal. 
the base of the unit with the solid 

A 
If the power line or plug is

base positioned nearest the bottom 
damaged, immediately stop using. of the unit. 



LD_ Do not operate without both HEPA & Black Carbon Filter in place. 
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